Commercial clouds provide on-demand IT services for big-data analysis, which have become an attractive option for users who have no access to comparable infrastructure. However, utilizing these services for human genome analysis is highly risky, as human genomic data contains identifiable information of human individuals and their disease susceptibility. Therefore, currently, no computation on personal human genomic data is conducted on public clouds. To address this issue, here we present a site-wise encryption approach to encrypt whole human genome sequences, which can be subject to secure searching of genomic signatures on public clouds. We implemented this method within the Hadoop framework, and tested it on the case of searching disease markers retrieved from the . The secure search runs only one order of magnitude slower than the simple search without encryption, indicating our method is ready to be used for secure genomic computation on public clouds. Background With the advance of next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology, massive human genomic data (from wholegenome sequencing or exome sequencing) has been accumulated rapidly in laboratories and clinical settings [1] . The availability of these data accelerates the exploitation of the field of personal medicine and genome-based healthcare. To efficiently explore these datasets, research institutions and healthcare practitioners need to build infrastructure (i.e., computer systems with large memory and disk space, powerful CPUs and fast network connections) to support intensive genome computation. In addition to the high maintenance cost, human genome data comes with high liability: it contains identifiable information of human individuals (e.g., disease patients), and thus has to be protected from un-authorized access. As a result, computer servers have to be dedicated to the genome data from each specific project (or group of patients), which increases the administrative cost of the data analysis. Commercial (also referred to as the public) clouds (such as the Amazon EC2 and the Microsoft Azure) have already been widely utilized in many fields to deliver the on-demand computation resources with pay-as-you-go pricing.
Secure Search of Genomic Signatures
We study the following genomic signature search problem: given the whole genome sequences of an individual, and a set of SNVs SNVs (or the disease susceptibility of the individual). Our goal is to develop a secure computing protocol to solve this problem on commercial clouds, while the individual s genomic sequences are protected. More specifically, what we want to achieve are as follows: (1) public clouds do not know the content of the data, though they see how frequent each record has been queried; (2) an attacker, even when observing the queries from the user (through network eavesdropping) and obtaining encrypted SNVs (e.g., by temporarily compromising cloud storages), knows nothing about the content of the queries, SNVs and even the frequencies of the queries. We note that such a solution could be applied to several practical scenarios in genome-based medicine that require large computing resources, for examples, 1) to screen the risks of genetic diseases by searching the whole genome of an individual against the database of genetic diseases (e.g., ClinVar [15] ); 2) to identify potential pharmacogenomic markers (e.g., in PharmGKB database [16] ) relevant to drug dosage or selection of effective treatment; and 3) to classify patients with indistinguishable symptoms into disease subtypes based on genetic markers [17] .
To encrypt whole genome sequences, we first compare it against the reference human genome, and encode it as a set of variations between them, including the single nucleotide variations (substitutions or insertion/delections), long insertions/deletions, micro-inversions, and translocations. Notably, because the number of variation sites (typically several millions of them) is relatively small comparing to the whole genome sequences (3 billions of bases), this conversion effectively reduces input data size while retaining all individual genomic information, and thus is often used to compress the whole genome sequences [18] . The collection of variation sites can be encrypted effectively in a site-wise fashion: each variation site can be encrypted separately using the same encryption key. Figure 1a illustrates the encryption procedure. The data owner generates a random key, a random string generator and a hash function, and encrypts each record (including a variation, its genomic location and other information) on a local machine (see Methods for detailed description of the encryption protocol). The resulting ciphertexts are then uploaded to commercial clouds. When the data owner wants to search a genomic signature (e.g., one or more single nucleotide variations at specific genomic locations), he needs to encrypt the signature in the same site-wise fashion (i.e., to encrypt each variation site separately) using the same key. As a result, the same variation in the whole genome sequences will lead to the same encrypted record, although the variation itself (the type or the genomic location) cannot be inferred from it. After the encrypted genomic signature is uploaded to public clouds, a simple string matching can be conducted to determine if each variation in the genomic signature is present or not in the whole genome sequences of interest (Fig 1b) . This process does not leak any information about the original records, as only encrypted data is accessed. Moreover, each variation site is unique (i.e., at a different genomic location), and thus each encrypted record is non-redundant, which prevent the inference attacks using frequency analysis on encrypted data [19] . Methods We devised two secure search (referred to as the basic and the randomize-verify) schemes based on the following security primitives. A symmetric key encryption function ( ). A symmetric key encryption function is a family of encryption functions, which uses one same key to perform both encryption and decryption. We adopt symmetric key encryption protocol, as in our scheme, it is the data owner himself that will conduct the search on public clouds. Due to its well-designed security attributes and efficiency, AES algorithm is used in our implementation, which is a block cipher and encrypt a fixed block (128 bits) in each operation by permutation and substitution. A cryptographic pseudorandom generator ( ). We use it to generate non-deterministic seeds and strings in our second scheme to randomize the encrypted records (Fig 1a) , which further strengthen the security assurance. A cryptographic hash function ( ). A cryptographic hash function digests records and produces hash values in a collision resistant way. It is practically impossible to invert hash values to original messages. We use it in the verifi- Figure 1 . The cryptographic protocol for genomic signature search consisting two steps: (a) the site-wise encryption of the whole genome sequences; and (b) the secure search on public clouds. a b cation phase to determine if a pair of reference and query ciphertexts is from the same original record. SHA-256 algorithm is used in our implementation. There are two security parameters ( and ) used in our schemes. Either or should be less than the length of an encrypted record, while their sum should be equal to the length of an encrypted record. Basic scheme In the basic scheme, the data owner first generates a random key ( ) for all records (variations) in the input genome (referred to as the reference records), and encrypts each record using and . The encrypted reference records are then uploaded to public clouds after shuffling. This step needs to be done only once for a particular genome as the encrypted records can be kept on public clouds for future searches. If the data owner wants to search a genomic signature (i.e., a small set of variations), he will encrypt them using the and of the corresponding genome to be searched against, and upload the encrypted records (referred to as the query records) to the cloud. Within the Map-Reduce framework (e.g., Hadoop), we use a random sampler to split the reference records into different reducers to balance the workload on every reducer. The reference records in each reducer are then indexed as a dictionary to be searched by using a binary search algorithm. When the Map-Reduce system starts to look for the exact matches between reference and query records, it automatically, in the shuffling phase, sorts query records and deliver each of them to a specific reducer, in which a binary search is initiated to determine if an exact match can be found for each query record. In the end, the match (or no match) of each query record will bel reported. Randomize-Verify (RV) scheme A problem of the basic scheme is that an attacker who monitors queries observes the frequencies of different queries, which could be an information leak of concern. Figure 2 illustrates an enhanced approach capable of withstanding this threat, called randomize-verify scheme. The idea is to make the ciphertexts for the different instances of the same query look different, thereby thwarting the attempt to accumulate the frequency of a specific query. Specifically, to encrypt a reference record (Fig 2a) , the data owner generates a -bit random string ( ) by using , in addition to the key . He first applies E with the key to , resulting in the encrypted record , and then computes the cyphertext by using the XOR operation between the encrypted record and the -bit random string concatenated with its first m-bit hash value ( ) computed by the hash function , where denote the concatenation operation on strings. After ciphertexts are shuffled and uploaded to public clouds, they are first indexed to achieve the best performance of searching. The first 2-byte of an encrypted record ( ) is used as a classification identifier. A random sampler is used to sample the ciphertexts to decide to which reducer a ciphertext is delivered to balance the workload of each reducer. These split databases are serialized on the local disk of each reducer so that every time when a new search task initializes, they are able to be loaded into the memory at the local machines where reducers are executed. For the search of a genomic signature, each query record is encrypted in a similar way (Fig 2b) . First, a common seed ( ) is generated for this specific search and a random seed ( ) is generated for each query record ( ). The combination of both and is used as the random seed to generate a bit random string ( ) for the query record . The ciphertext ( ) is then computed by the XOR operation between the encrypted record (using with the same and the bit random string: . Finally, both and the corresponding are uploaded to public clouds. The common seed can be transferred to the cloud through a secure channel (e.g., the SSH connection). Finally, the secure search of the genomic signature can be conducted on public clouds by using a verification protocol (Fig. 2c) . Every pair of reference and query ciphertext is verified (by the reducer on which the ciphertext share the same classification identifier) for representing the same variation or not by checking if is true. The correctness this verification can be easily proved: 1) 2) 
Results
We implemented our schemes in Java within the Hadoop framework. It supports inputs in both plain text format (shown in Fig 1a) and variant call format (VCF). The source code of the project can be found at http://swecloud.sourceforge.net. For the testing, we used the genome sequences from a participant of Personal Genome Project (PGP) [20] , from which a total of 4,005,829 variation records were retrieved. We selected 45 disease associated SNVs (i.e., query records) in ClinVar [15] to test the secure search algorithm. A full list of these SNVs and their associated diseases can be found on http://omics.informatics.indiana.edu/mg/SWECloud/, e.g., T A substitution at 51,078,333 on chromosome 18 (ClinVar ID: rcv000021740). In order to estimate the computation overhead of the secure search schemes, we also implemented a simple binary search algorithm to identify query records in the genome sequences in Java, and ran it on a local single CPU machine (referred to as the plain search). Table 1 shows the performance of two secure search (basic and RV) schemes in comparison with the plain search. In the encrypt phase, the RV scheme takes longer time on reference record encryption than the basic scheme (note that this is a one-time computation), as it needs to randomize data to achieve higher security guarantee (see Discussion). The encryption for query records takes negligible time. In both of the indexing and searching phases, these two schemes show similar performances. Because the RV scheme compares each pair of query and reference ciphertexts with the same 2-byte classification identifier, the basic scheme may show slightly better performance when we have more query records. Both schemes take more time in indexing and searching comparing with the plain search. But the computation overhead is not high, at approximately one order of magnitude, which can be compensated easily with the larger computing resources available at commercial clouds. 
Discussion
The privacy risks of genome computing on public clouds are two-folded: the data stored on public clouds can be used to infer sensitive information while at each time of computation, the query data may also be identifiable. The first risks can be completely mitigated in both schemes, as the security of the encrypted records is assured by the cryptographic primitives. An adversary cannot infer useful information without knowing the encryption key even if he obtains the ciphertexts. He cannot conduct frequency analysis on the encrypted reference records either because each variation appear at most once in the genome of any single individual while the genomes of different individuals will be encrypted using different key. On the other hand, an adversary may accumulate all query ciphertexts within a period of time and then try to infer sensitive information, such as potential disease susceptibility, based on those query ciphertexts and other public information. The basic scheme may be subject to this attack. As a result, the data owners may need to change the encryption key periodically, and re-encrypt the reference records so that the adversary cannot collect the sufficient query ciphertexts to analyze the pattern. Our second scheme further decreases these risks. The reference records are double protected, by the encryption key as well as the random strings that are independent on the original records. These random strings not only protect the encrypted records, but also make ciphertexts indistinguishable. It also prevents the pattern analysis of the query ciphertexts: even if an adversary accumulates all query ciphertexts, they cannot determine if two ciphertexts in different queries are the same. Our schemes provide a secure yet efficient way of analyzing sensitive genomic data on public clouds, based on which one can outsource not only the sensitive computation but also the sensitive genome data to clouds. The data owners (e.g., healthcare practitioners) can store encrypted genome data from all individuals (e.g., patients) on public clouds, while only keeping the encryption keys (one for each individual) locally. As such, the data owner has low liability on a large amount of sensitive data, whereas the genome data can be analyzed on clouds whenever needed. Many schemes have been proposed for secure genome computation, most of which are based on relatively expensive cryptographic primitives (typically with >4 orders of magnitudes of computation overhead), such as secure multiparty computation (SMC) and homomorphic encryption (HE) [21, 22] . Despite their high security assurance, our schemes based on site-wise encryption (SWE) of genomic variations are designed specifically for the secure search of human genomic data, and thus are simple and more efficient than generic schemes such as SMC and HE. Our schemes are ready to be used in real-world human genome computation, such as the genome signature search. By adjusting and , we can assure the space of random strings is significantly larger than the number of encrypted records. In our implementation, we choose and , as a person has about 4 millions of variation records in practice (thus the maximum number of variation records of a person).
